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Like Boltzmann, Einstein was a protagonist of atomistics. As a 
physicist, he has been called Boltzmann's true successor. Also in 
epistemology, after overcoming the positivist influence of Mach, 
Einstein approached Boltzmann. Any difference bet\-leen Boltzmann's 
realism, or even materialism, and Einstein's pantheism may be merely 
a matter of emphasis. Yet areal difference exists in another respect. 
Boltzmann explained man's power of thinking and feeling, his morality 
and his esthetic sense, on an evolutionary, Dar\-linian, basis. In 
contrast, evolution had no role in Einstein's thought, though Dar\-lin 
was accepted by hirn. This lack of appreciation of the importance of 
evolution is now attributed to socio-political factors. 



Marcel Florkin was deeply interested in the his tory of the great 

ideas of mankind. So one way of honouring Florkin may eonsist in an 

analysis, in his spirit, of the attitude of outstanding seientists 

towards ideas dear to Florkin. Here we intend to deal with the thoughts 

of Lud"lig Bol tzmann about natural law and about evolution, and to see 

what taken over and further developed by Einstein - and what was not. 

In 1979 Einstein's one hundredth birthday was eelebrated. Einstein was, 

as pointed out by this elose eollaborator, Cornelius Lanezos [1], the 

natural sueeessor to Boltzmann. 

Boltzmann [2] was one of the greatest theoretieal physieists of 

elassieal times. But he was also mueh interested in philosophy [3]. He 

ealled philosophy the queen of the seiences [5]. In 1903 he followed his 

adversary Ernst Mach [7] in teaching natural philosophy ("Method and 

General Theory of the Natural Scienees ") at Vienna Universi ty, \"hi le 

maintaining his ehair in physics. In philosophy, Boltzmann derived his 

ideas from his experience as a physicist. In his later years he frequented 

the diseussions of the Philosophical Society in Vienna more often than 

those of the physicists [8]. Boltzmann's last book, his Popular \.Jritings 

[61, are full of philosophical thoughts of great originality and 

importance [3]. 

Boltzmann had only words of contempt for subjeetive idealism, as 

represented by Berkeley; he called it the greatest folly ever hatehed by 

the mi nd of man [9]. Nor was Boltzmann a friend of the objective idealists. 

He did not aeeept Kantls views, though he spoke highly of hirn [101. Hegel 

was eondemned entirely [11], and the original title of a leeture about 

Sehopenhauer, given to the Philosophieal Soeiety [12], was "Proof that 

Sehopenhauer is a mindless, ignorant philosophaster \"ho seribbles non

sense and debases the heads through empty word trash fundamentally and 

for ever". Exaetly these words had been used by Sehopenhauer against 

Hege 1 (Addition in reprinting). 

Ernst Haeh had become influential [7]. He was an experimental 

physieist of considerable merits, \\Tho was also interested in sense 

physiology and in the his tory of the seiences , vlhieh he approached with 

a eritical mind. He taught at the Universities of Graz, Prague and Vienna. 
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Through his phi losophical vie",s he became one of the founders of modern 

posi_tivism in a form that may well be derived from Berkeley. Essentially 

he agreed with Berkeley's dictum: esse:: percipi. He considered state

ments about an objective world, independent of the observer's mind, as 

mere metaphysics. According to ]vlach, the object of science is not an 

external world but complexes of sensations (Empfindungskomplexe). So he 

advised us to limit ourselves to lIeconomy" of thought (Denkökonomie). 

Ilis positivism led Mach to active rejection of the existence of atoms. 

ßoltzmann called Mach's speculations spirited (geistreich), but he 

directed his fire against them. Boltzmann's epistemological views have 

been described elsewhere [2,3], and so here the summary statement may be 

sufficient that Boltzmann insisted on the objective nature of an external 

world. lndeed this was the title of one of his lectures, in 

His principal argument against positivism, idealism and sol 

7 [13]. 

ism vlaS 

the coneordanee of the sensations in different senses, of the sensations 

of different individuals, and also of one and the same individual at 

different times [14]. 

Thus ßoltzmann aeeepted natural lmvs as properties of te, exist-

lng objeetively. The task of the theoretieal physicist (or other scientist) 

is to eonstruet models of the real world, and to subjeet them to tests 

tllrough experiments. In model building the idea of atoms is, aceording 

to Eo 1 tzmann, partieularly frui tful [15]. 

Boltzmann took a passionate interest in biology, and indeed he may 

be considered as one of the founding fathers oE biophysics. The physieian 

J.R. Mayer, who had established the First Lavl of Thermodynami s, the lmv 

oE the eonservation of energy, was also the first to state that light is 

needed by the plants, and therefore by all organisms, as a source of energy 

L 161. Boltzmann, to whom we owe the atomistie interpretation of the 

Second Law of Thermodynamics, the law of the increase of entropy, in 

1886 went beyond Mayer. His powerful ,\lords 1.llere: ilThe general s truggle 

o[ the organisms is ... not a struggle for the elements - the elements 

of all organisms are abundant in air, vlater and soil - nar for energy, 

which in the form of heat, unfortunately unehangeably, is contained in 

all substanees, but a struggle for the entropy, vlhieh beeomes available 
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1n the transition of the energy from the hot Sun to the cold Earth. Ta 

exploit this transition as far as possible the plants 

iw~easurable area of their leaves and force solar energy ln 

unexplained, before i t sinks dovm to the tempera ture leve 

of the Earth, to carry out chemical syntheses of vlhich one 

t n laboratories. The products of this chemica 

object the struggles of the animalsl! [!7]. 

Bol zmann was a fervent supporter of DarvJin, no easy 

Central Europe of his days. In his obi speech to Gus 

1887 at Graz University [18J he attacked the anti 

not sound louder than ever, the b of a11 obscuran 

enem1 free thought and research t the new theo 

the 

as yet 

surface 

no inkling 

are 

n the 

rchhoff 

it 

a11 

the teachings of Darwin?tI In 1905 he concluded: my 1 Ivation 

(alles Heil) for philosophy is to be expected Darwi 1 8 

LI 9 ] . 

In the spirit of Darwin, Bolt~nann in 1904 explained 

arose through the disordered motions of atoms: IIHere it no 

beings 

tter 

to us \"hether during the millions of years in the enormaus 

on Earth the first protoplasm evolved accident" in moi 

egg cells, spores or other germs, as dust or embedded in me 

time arrived on Earth from space. More highly developed 

hardly have fallen from the skies. Thus at first there were on 

simple individuals, simple cells or lumps of pro lasm. 

ment, so-called Brownian movement, is sho-;;"n, as is vlell 

water 

\'7he ther 

ri tes, some 

s vIi 11 

quite 

move-

a11 

sma11 lumps; growth through absorption of similar eomponents and sub-

sequent proliferation by division is ful 

Similarly it can be understood that the 

imaginable mechanieal 

movements were influenced 

and modified by the environment. Lumps where modifications took aee in 

the sense that on an average (preferen ) they moved substances 

better suitable for absorption (better food) suceeeded bet grovlth, 

and more often in propagation. Henee they soon overran the athe [201. 

Evolution in the end led to the highly specialized organs of the 

higher animals, and also the human brain. In his article on Objective 

Existence in 1897, Boltzmann proposed: ly, the elose connection of 
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the mental with the physical is given to us by experience. 

experience it is highly probable that a material process in the brain 

corresponds to any mental process, i.e. the latter is unambiguously 

coordinated to the former, and that the mental processes s 

genuine material processes Then it must be possib1e to ict a11 

brain menta processes from the pictures serving the representa 1 

processes. The brain is considered by us as the instrumen~, 

for the production of world pictures, which because of 

utility for the preservation of the species ng 

developed to particular tion in man, as the 

and in the stork the beak developed to unusual 

follow this vievl, we have to assurne that the pictures 

serve to represent processes in non-1 nature are 

represent unambiguously all mental processes as lL 

The mental processes are identical 

the brain (realism)" [21]. 

th certain material 

's theory 

fe the neck, 

fi ien t to 

s briefly: 

sses in 

Boltzmann was one of the great masters studied young ~instein in 

his time in Bern [22J. Einstein did not doubt the truth 0 tomis ics 

and its relevance to thermodynamics. All the vlOrk EinsteHl \.,ras 

in the tradition of Bol tzmann [23]. At the same time, the nflueI1ce of 

Mach on Einstein was strong [7,24,25]. But much as Eins in a that time 

admired the "incorruptible skepticism and independence" 0 Hach [261 and 

much as he was influenced in his work on relativity [28] 

of classical mechanics [29], he never for a moment accep 

belief in atomistics [30]. 

Hach's criticism 

dis-

Indeed, Einstein told us [3i] that the reason for his interest in 

ßro'\mian Hovement [32] was precise the desire to guarantee the existence 

of atoms of definite, finite, size. Einstein's theory, together with the 

consequent experiments by Jean Perrin [33], meant the final triumph 

of atomistics. But even more. Through Einstein1s hypothes 0 the 

existence of light quanta (34,35J he extended atomistics to the electro

magnetic field. Now atomistics embraced all forms of matter (in the 

philosophical sense), substances as \vell as eIds. The 

atomistics at the same time meant the triumph of Bolt 

doing physics through model building. 

ctory of 

ractice of 
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It is significant that Mach did not embrace even the Theory of 

Relativity. At first his attitude was ambiguous, and in consequence there 

\.Jas room for the belief that Mach welcomed the theory. But apparently his 

views gradual1y hardened. In his preface to his book on optics, post

humously edited by his son Ludwig in 1921, five years after Ernst Mach's 

de th, he vigorous rejected the Theory of Relativity [7 36]. Various 

reasons have been advanced by historians of science, but probab the 

main reason is quite fundamental [30]. For Einstein, the Theory 0 Relati

vity \.Jas a theory about the real, objectively existing vlOrld. For Mach, 

this was unacceptable. 

It cannot se that the tant contribution of Hachts critical 

ideas to Einstein's vlork on the of Relativity made Einstein also 

receptive to Hach's losophical, positivist, ideas [37). This influence 

persisted long. Some 

in the end 1vlach I s 

times it ;;.,as less pronounced, some times more. Yet 

losophy was thro\Vl1 overboard. In a letter 0 Einstein 

to his life-long friand Micheie Besso in 1917 we find do not scold 

Mach's ittle (hobby) horse .. ,. But it cannot bi th to anything 

living, on1y weed out harmful vermin li (38]. In a letter in 1930 to the 

physicist-philosopher Horitz Schlick [39J, six years later murdered by a 

reactionary fanatic, Einstein wrote: "In your presentation fails 

to correspond to my conceptual style insofar as I find your whole 

orientation so to too positivistic ... I tell you straight out: 

Physics is the attempt at the eoneeptual eonstruetion of a model of the 

real "mrld and of its la,.,ful structure ll [40]. 

Instead arealist philosophy, similar to that of Boltzmann, was 

accepted. In 1949 Einstein expressed hirnself: "In my younger years ... 

Hach's stemol cal position also influenced me very greatly, a 

posi tion ,.,hieh today appears to me to be essentially untenable. For he 

did not place in the correet light the essentially construetive and 

speculative nature of thought and more especially of seientific thought; 

in consequenee of ch he condemned theory on precisely those points 

where its eonstructive-speculative character unconcealab comes to light, 

as for example in the kinetic atomic [26]. 

Einstein's clear belief in the existence 0 general natural law that 
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connects the objects in the Universe was the guiding star in his heroie 

efforts to establish a unified field theory that was his main seientific 

aim in the last per iod of his life. This belief also led Einstein to 

rejeet the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum meehanies with its re

strietion of causality. Einstein never doubted the validity of general 

laws that are binding for every partiele. We shall not dweIl here on 

lf12ß 

also 

ll-known problems (35], diseussed not only in publieations but 

instein's correspondenee with his personal friends Niels Bohr 

and Born. Hay it only be remarked here that the Copenhagen interpret-

ation doubted also by others among the older physieists, namely, .!vlax 

Planek, von Laue, Louis de Broglie and Erwin Schrödinger, as weIl as 

by some - a minority - of the younger physieists. 

"Gott \\fürfelt nicht il (God doe not throw diee) was the expression 

used by instein, and a similar expression might have been used by Boltz

mann. What was the role of God in the world view of Boltzmann and Einstein? 

Clearly the belief of both men in striet validity of natural law and In 

striet causality is incompatible th the oeeasional intervention of an 

external personal, God, an idea aseribed to lsaae Newton by Gottfried 

Wilhelm Leibniz [41]. 

Few utteranees Boltzmann on the subjeet of religion are available, 

but his words in the leeture on Objeetive Existenee (\897) may be 

mentioned: t is true that only a madman denies the existenee of God, 

but it is equally true that all our pietures of God are only insuffieient 

an thropomorphisms, L e. that i\fhat 1/Je imagine as God does not exis t in 

the \vay in whieh i t is imagined. Henee when one person says that he is 

convinced of the existenee of God, and the other, that he does not believe 

in God, perhaps both of them think exactly the same, without suspeeting 

i t. i.Je mus t not ask whe ther God exis ts before we ean imagine anything 

definite by it, but rather in whieh way we ean approach the supreme, all-

emb , idea" (42]. These ideas may not be incompatible with a kind 

of pantheism. Certainly there is no room for an interference with the 

la\vs of na ture by an external God. 

A eurious passage is found in Boltzmann's inaugural leeture in 

Leipzig 1900 [Lf 3]. After having explained that linot only our bodily 
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organs, but also our mind, even art and science, feelings and enthusiasm 

have been made domains of mechanics ll he continues: " ... The objection 

possibly raised against my views falls: that they contradict religion. 

Nothing could be more wrong than to link the religious ideas, based on a 

qui te different, far more solid, basis, "li th the changing subj ec ti ve 

images that we make of external things. 1 should be the last to put for-

,.mrd the views expressed if were in any way dangerous to rell.gl.on. 

But I kno,\! that the time 11 come when everyone understands that those 

views are just as irrelevant to religion as the question whether the 

Earth stands still or turns around the Sun" , 

After having passed through a religious phase in the traditional 

sense and through an athe t phase [44], Einstein turned towards pantheisrn, 

and maintained this position all his life. In the 1920s he answered an 

American rabbi who had sent a worried telegram to the now-famous Jew 

Einstein: "1 believe in the God of Spinoza who reveals himself in the 

lawful harmony of tence, not in a God concerned with the actions and 

fates of humans" [45]. In this sense he wrote in 1947: IIThe idea of a 

personal God is an anthropological concept which I cannot take seriously. 

Also I cannot imagine a 11 or a goal outside the human sphere. Hy 

convictions are related to those of Spinoza: admiration for the beauty 

and belief in the logieal s iei ty of order and harmony v/hieh we can 

grasp humbly and only incompletely" [LI 7 ]. In an essay on "sc ientific 

truth" he said: idea of God is formed by that conviction of a 

superior reason, tied to deep feeling, vlhich reveals itself in the 

recognizable (erfahrbare) world. In the usual terminology it can be 

called pantheist. Denominational traditions I can consider only historic

ally and psychologically;I have no other link with them i' [48]. The idea 

of an intervention by God in the natural processes is rejected [50J. It 

~s interesting that the great ~mx Planck, too, considered himself as 

"deeply religious", vlithout, hOvlever, believing in a personal, and even 

less (gesch'\'leige denn) a Christian, God [52]. 

\.Jhat function then remains, or should remain, for religion in Ein

stein's vie",? In 1939 he said: "To make clear those fundamental [ethical, 

E.B.] ends and valuations ." seems to me precisely the most important 
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function which religion has to perform in the social life of man. And if 

one asks whence derives the authority of such fundamental ends, since 

they cannot be stnted and justified merely by reason, one can only answer: 

they exist in a healthy society as powerful tr~ditions. which act upon 

the conduct and aspirations and judgements of the individuals; they are 

there, that is, as something living, without its being necessary to find 

justification for their existence. They come into being not through 

demonstration but through revelation, through the medium of powerful 

personalities. One must not attempt to justify them, but rather to sense 

their nature simply and clearly" [53]. Further, in 1941 "Je hear: "Instead 

of asking what religion is I should prefer to ask what characterizes the 

aspirations of a person who gives me the impression of being religious: 

a person who is religiously enlightened appears to me to be one who has, 

to the best of his ability, liberated himself from the fetters of his 

selfish desires and i8 preoccupied with thoughts, feelings and aspirations 

to which he clings because of their super-personal value. It seems to me 

that what is important is the force of this super-personal content and 

the depth of the conviction concerning its overpowering meaningfulness, 

regardless of whether any attempt is made to unite this content with a 

divine Being, for otherwise it would not be possible to COQnt Buddha and 

Spinoza as religious personalities ... Science can only ascertain what 

is, but not what should be, and outside of i ts domain value jU,dgements 

of all kinds remain necessary. Religion, on the other hand, deals only 

with evaluations of human thought and action: it cannot justifiably speak 

of facts and relationships between facts" [54]. 

Specifically, "cosmic religiosityll drives the greatest minds in 

science [55]: "Only he vIho can measure the tremendous effort and especially 

the devotion needed for trail-blazing thought creations in science can 

measure the strength of the feelings from which alone such work, turned 

away from practical life, can grow. What deep belief in the reaSOn of 

the world structure and what deep longing to understand even a faint 

reflexion (Abglanz) of the reason revealed in this world had to be alive 

in Kepler and Newton so that they could in lonely work for many years 

disentangle the mechanism of celestial mechanics! ... It is cosmic 

religiosity that gives such powers." 
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In 1940, Einstein stated that the belief in l.n Nature 

belangs to religion: "Ta this (sphere of religion) there also belangs 

the faith in the possibility that the regulations valid for the world 

of existence are rational, that is comprehensible to reason, I cannot 

conceive of a genuine scientist Iflithout that profound faith, Tbe situation 

may be expressed by an image: science thout rel is lame, religion 

withou science is blind" [56]. Four years earl te [56] had 

said: !!The most incomprehens le thing about the world is tha it lS 

cornprehensible". 

Here we shall not enter a discussion in which respects except ln 

choice of words and in emphasis, pantheisrn or co c rel 1. differs 

from realism or materialisrn. In 1905, in his lecture 

Boltzmann had defined materialism llIdealism maintains 

t Schopenhauer, 

the eXl.stence 

of the 111", the existence of ideas, and seeks to explain matter 

thereirom. Materialism starts from the existence of matter, and seeks to 

explain the sensations therefrom" [57]. Obviously the here ascribed 

to the rnaterialists are ex~c the views held by Boltzmann himself - and 

also by Einstein in his later years. According to Einstein, who the 

way saw Schopenhauer in a very different light from Bolt find 

just among the here of all times people who were 11 th this 

[cosmic, E.B.] highest religiosi and often appear as athei ts to their 

contemporaries. or sometimes as saints~ Seen from this point of men 

like Demokritos, Franciscus of Assisi and Spinoza are elose to each otherl! 

[58J. 

A few remarks may be added about the contention that Einstein l.n 

later years, inclined towards a kind of Platomism, i.e. ta ective 

idealism [25,59]. This idea derived from Einstein's endorsement of 

Newton's belief: natura enim s ex est. He held the convietion that 

Nature is simple, and therefore transparent, and beautiful. 

Consequently, simple theories have the best chances of correct. 

Thus it may be hoped and the hope was expressed by Eins in his 

Herbert Spencer lecture in 1 3 that mere mathematical considerations 

can add to our knowledge about real world: t is my conviction that 

pure mathematical construction enables us to discove the concepts and 
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the laws connecting them, which gives us the key to the understanding of 

Nature .,. In a certain sense, therefore I hold it true that pure thought 

~s competent to comprehend the real, as the ancients dreamed" [60]. 

Surely this principle has proved right before and by and after Ein

stein. Let us recall Maxwell's equations, Boltzmann's principle, Einstein's 

theory of relativity and Einstein's quantum theory. However, in all these 

cases mathematics was based on partial knowledge of the real world, and 

the mathematical results had to submit to experimental tests. Einstein 

did not think that mathematical argument alone could lead to a true theory. 

Nor, by theway, did Philipp Frank hold this view [59]. On the contrary, 

Frank argued against it from his point of which in his later years 

he liked to call Illogical empiric ,though he maintained his (later 

somewhat critical) attachment to Mach. Both Einstein and Frank thought 

that the discovery of a theory could be based on mathematics, the dis

covery, but not the proof. 

Thus the primacy of the external world, consisting of real substances 

and of real fields, has been upheld. If observation and experiments had 

persuaded Einstein that Nature is not simple, he would no doubt have 

accepted the verdict, even though he might have lost his interest in 

physics. 

As far as the scientist builds models of the real world, he is to 

some extent free in s choices. Einstein emphasized (and maybe over-

emphasized) this point in his Spencer lecture: "The conception here out

lined of the purely fictitious character of the basic principles of 

physical theory was in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries still far 

from being the prevailing one. But it continues to ga in more and more 

ground because of the ever widening logical gap between the basic con

cepts and laws on the one side and the consequences to be correlated 

1.vith our experience on the other, a gap \vhich l,videns progressively ,>lith 

the developing unification of the logical structure, that is, with the 

reduction in the number of the logically independent conceptual elements 

required for the basis of the whole system. 

The scientists of those times were for the most part convinced that 

the basic concepts and laws of physics were not in a logical sense free 
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significant 

he occasional ter or i evolution, al 

referred to Darwin i , The absence of an involvement 

with biology is a fae which Einstein is greatly 

distinguished from Boltzmann. Would the situation have been different if 

Einstein had known Itzmann s tings with the discussion of 

evolution? There s 110 reeord that Eins knew that book. In fact, 

rnuch as he was a 

writings even in 

have made a difference. 

The failure cf 

astonishing as he 

so much energy to 

against militarism 

of Boltzmann, he did not know all his important 
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Ln the public field consisted in the signing of Betrand Russell's appeal 

to the \.Jorld I s scientis ts for world peace, which was to become the 

starting point of the Pugwash Hovement. Einstein 's interest in public 

affairs, which began with his traumatic experience of the First World 

hlar in 19]4, was enormously stronger than that of Boltzmann. In fact, 

"Je do not know of any such involvement of Boltzmann. imile he liked the 

young to be enthusiastic republicans, he enjoved life in a \vell-ordered 

[constitutional, E.B.] monarchy [64]. the way, Boltzmann was an 

Austrian patriot [65]. In the context this also meant: opposed to 

Bismarck! s Prussia, the country of IIblood and ironl!. But "lrle do not know 

of any thought by Boltzmann to the problems of the ever more 

numerous working class and its movement. or to the 

war. 

lems of peace and 

A working hypothesis for the reason of the difference between Boltz

mann and Einstein in to their interest, or lack of interest, in 

biology and evolution migh be the fol Boltzmann began to devote 

himself to biology in s fifth decade, after his great achlevements Ln 

physics. Perhaps he did not feel any more the urgent need to go on Ln 

physics. On the other hand, he could now be sure of himself that he 

could venture out into a field initially not S O"lrffi. 

Boltzmann s approach to the problems of life was characterized by 

the limitless confidence in progress we so often find in 19th century 

Europe. Let us quote Boltzmann's hymnic words (1890) on the feats of 

seience and engineering; IIThe enormaus structure of Brooklyn bridge which 

extends endlessly (unabsehbar) into length, and that of the Eiffel tower 

that extends endlessly into height, they rely not only on the solid 

structure of east iron, but on the even more solid structure of the theory 

of elasticity. Through practical application of their syntheses theoretical 

ehemists became rich men. And the electrotechnician! Does he not praise 

theory all the time by using, tagether with marks and pfennigs, the names 

of Ohm, &~pere and others, the names of great theoretieians Perhaps 

the time is not far where every household bill will glorify those great 

electricians, and in the next century maybe every cook will know with 

how many voltamperes the meat should be roasted, and how many ohms 
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the mammoth enterprises or the big feats of engineering, on which the 

mass destruction of people in modern warfare also ultimately depends. 

In particular, Einstein never spoke out in favour of peaceful 

nuclear energy. Here he strikingly distinguished himself from practically 

all contemporary physicists. It seemed so obvious that an escape from 

nuc ear doomsday ought to be sought in the direction of nuclear power, 

through replacement of nuclear sin by nuclear virtue. But Einstein [70] 

said (in 1945) only a few cautious and ambiguous things, ending with the 

\vords: "Since I do not foresee that atomic energy is to b'e a great boon 

for a long time, I have to say that for the present it is amenace". 

History has shown that the distinction between military and peace

ful nuclear energy does not work. Military considerations fuel the race 

for nuclear power, and nuclear power provides materials, instruments and 

experts for nuclear weapons. Maybe Einstein feIt that there is something 

quite basically wrong with the hard and cruel nuclear technology, which 

unwittingly he had helped to introduce through his wonderful paper ~n 

1905 [71], and wittingly through his letter to President Roosevelt ~n 

1939, much regretted by himself afterwards [72,73]. 

Note added in proof 

For Einsteinls utterances about the "non-dice-casting God" see his 

letters to Born (Albert Einstein/Max Born, Briefwechsel 1916-1955, 

Rowohlt, Hamburg 1972) pp. 98, 154, 200. For the comprehensibility of 

the world and for Einstein's explanation of what he meant by tlreligion", 

see further A. Einstein, Lettres a Maurice Solovine (Gauthier-Villars, 

Paris, 1956), pp. 102, 1]4. Here Einstein insisted that he did not !tfaU 

prey to the clergy (Pfaffen)lI. Concerning Einstein's positive view of 

technology (but not necessarily hard technology), a newly-found letter 

to \"J. Exner may be consul ted (Neue Freie Presse, Vienna, 24th July, 1920). 

Finally, in respect to Einstein's regret of his letter to Roosevelt ~n 

1 939, see als 0 Max Born, 1. c., p. I 52 . 

Note added in reprinting 

The present author has meamlhile written the relevant papers [74-78]. 

Concerning Nernst, attention is drawn to a weIl documented biography [79]. 
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